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QUESTION 1

Which of the following keyloggers can\\'t be detected by anti-virus or anti-spyware products? 

A. Hardware keylogger 

B. Software Keylogger 

C. Stealth Keylogger 

D. Convert Keylogger 

Correct Answer: A 

A hardware keylogger will never interact with the operating system and therefore it will never be detected by any
security programs running in the operating system. 

 

QUESTION 2

Exhibit: 

You are conducting pen-test against a company\\'s website using SQL Injection techniques. You enter "anuthing or
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1=1-" in the username filed of an authentication form. This is the output returned from the server. 

What is the next step you should do? 

A. Identify the user context of the web application by
running_http://www.example.com/order/include_rsa_asp?pressReleaseID=5ANDUSER_NAME() = `dbo\\' 

B. Identify the database and table name by running:http://www.example.com/order/include_rsa.asp?
pressReleaseID=5ANDascii(lower(substring((SELECT TOP 1 name FROM sysobjects WHERExtype=\\'U\\'),1))) > 109 

C. Format the C: drive and delete the database by
running:http://www.example.com/order/include_rsa.asp?pressReleaseID=5 ANDxp_cmdshell `format 

c: /q /yes `; drop database myDB; -

D. Reboot the web server by running:http://www.example.com/order/include_rsa.asp? pressReleaseID=5AND
xp_cmdshell `iisreset reboot\\'; -

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Sandra has been actively scanning the client network on which she is doing a vulnerability assessment test. While
conducting a port scan she notices open ports in the range of 135 to 139. What protocol is most likely to be listening on
those ports? 

A. Finger 

B. FTP 

C. Samba 

D. SMB 

Correct Answer: D 

The SMB (Server Message Block) protocol is used among other things for file sharing in Windows NT / 2000. In
Windows NT it ran on top of NBT (NetBIOS over TCP/IP), which used the famous ports 137, 138 (UDP) and 139 (TCP).
In Windows 2000, Microsoft added the possibility to run SMB directly over TCP/IP, without the extra layer of NBT. For
this they use TCP port 445. 

 

QUESTION 4

Sniffing is considered an active attack. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

Sniffing is considered a passive attack. 
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QUESTION 5

Lori was performing an audit of her company\\'s internal Sharepoint pages when she came across the following code:
What is the purpose of this code? 

A. This JavaScript code will use a Web Bug to send information back to another server. 

B. This code snippet will send a message to a server at 192.154.124.55 whenever the "escape" key is pressed. 

C. This code will log all keystrokes. 

D. This bit of JavaScript code will place a specific image on every page of the RSS feed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Jimmy, an attacker, knows that he can take advantage of poorly designed input validation routines to create or alter
SQL commands to gain access to private data or execute commands in the database. What technique does Jimmy use
to compromise a database? 

A. Jimmy can submit user input that executes an operating system command to compromise a target system 

B. Jimmy can utilize this particular database threat that is an SQL injection technique to penetrate a target system 

C. Jimmy can utilize an incorrect configuration that leads to access with higher-than-expected privilege of the database 

D. Jimmy can gain control of system to flood the target system with requests, preventing legitimate users from gaining
access 

Correct Answer: B 

SQL injection is a security vulnerability that occurs in the database layer of an application. The vulnerability is present
when user input is either incorrectly filtered for string literal escape characters embedded in SQL statements or user
input is not strongly typed and thereby unexpectedly executed. It is in fact an instance of a more general class of
vulnerabilities that can occur whenever one programming or scripting language is embedded inside another. 

 

QUESTION 7
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Consider the following code: 

If an attacker can trick a victim user to click a link like this and the web application does not validate input, then the
victim\\'s browser will pop up an alert showing the users current set of cookies. An attacker can do much more damage,
including stealing passwords, resetting your home page or redirecting the user to another web site. 

What is the countermeasure against XSS scripting? 

A. Create an IP access list and restrict connections based on port number 

B. Replace "" characters with ?lt; and ?gt; using server scripts 

C. Disable Javascript in IE and Firefox browsers 

D. Connect to the server using HTTPS protocol instead of HTTP 

Correct Answer: B 

The correct answer contains a string which is an HTML-quoted version of the original script. The quoted versions of
these characters will appear as literals in a browser, rather than with their special meaning as HTML tags. This prevents
any script from being injected into HTML output, but it also prevents any user- supplied input from being formatted with
benign HTML. 

 

QUESTION 8

WinDump is a popular sniffer which results from the porting to Windows of TcpDump for Linux. What library does it use
? 

A. LibPcap 

B. WinPcap 

C. Wincap 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: B 

WinPcap is the industry-standard tool for link-layer network access in Windows environments: it allows applications to
capture and transmit network packets bypassing the protocol stack, and has additional useful features, including kernel-
level packet filtering, a network statistics engine and support for remote packet capture. 

 

QUESTION 9

John is using a special tool on his Linux platform that has a database containing signatures to be able to detect
hundreds of vulnerabilities in UNIX, Windows, and commonly used web CGI/ASPX scripts. Moreover, the database
detects DDoS zombies and Trojans as well. What would be the name of this tool? 

A. hping2 
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B. nessus 

C. nmap 

D. make 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

June, a security analyst, understands that a polymorphic virus has the ability to mutate and can change its known viral
signature and hide from signature-based antivirus programs. Can June use an antivirus program in this case and would
it be effective against a polymorphic virus? 

A. No. June can\\'t use an antivirus program since it compares the size of executable files to the database of known viral
signatures and it is effective on a polymorphic virus 

B. Yes. June can use an antivirus program since it compares the parity bit of executable files to the database of known
check sum counts and it is effective on a polymorphic virus 

C. Yes. June can use an antivirus program since it compares the signatures of executable files to the database of
known viral signatures and it is very effective against a polymorphic virus 

D. No. June can\\'t use an antivirus program since it compares the signatures of executable files to the database of
known viral signatures and in the case the polymorphic viruses cannot be detected by a signature-based anti-virus
program 

Correct Answer: D 

Although there are functions like heuristic scanning and sandbox technology, the Antivirus program is still mainly
depending of signature databases and can only find already known viruses. 

 

QUESTION 11

Why would an attacker want to perform a scan on port 137? 

A. To discover proxy servers on a network 

B. To disrupt the NetBIOS SMB service on the target host 

C. To check for file and print sharing on Windows systems 

D. To discover information about a target host using NBTSTAT 

Correct Answer: D 

Microsoft encapsulates netbios information within 

TCP/Ip using ports 135-139. It is trivial for an attacker to issue the following command: 

nbtstat -A (your Ip address) 

from their windows machine and collect information about your windows machine (if you are not blocking traffic to port
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137 at your borders). 

 

QUESTION 12

Bob is doing a password assessment for one of his clients. Bob suspects that security policies are not in place. He also
suspects that weak passwords are probably the norm throughout the company he is evaluating. Bob is familiar with
password weaknesses and key loggers. 

Which of the following options best represents the means that Bob can adopt to retrieve passwords from his clients
hosts and servers. 

A. Hardware, Software, and Sniffing. 

B. Hardware and Software Keyloggers. 

C. Passwords are always best obtained using Hardware key loggers. 

D. Software only, they are the most effective. 

Correct Answer: A 

Different types of keylogger planted into the environment would retrieve the passwords for Bob.. 

 

QUESTION 13

This tool is widely used for ARP Poisoning attack. Name the tool. 

A. Cain and Able 
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B. Beat Infector 

C. Poison Ivy 

D. Webarp Infector 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following is a patch management utility that scans one or more computers on your network and alerts you if
you important Microsoft Security patches are missing. It then provides links that enable those missing patches to be
downloaded and installed. 

A. MBSA 

B. BSSA 

C. ASNB 

D. PMUS 

Correct Answer: A 

The Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer (MBSA) is a tool put out by Microsoft to help analyze security problems in
Microsoft Windows. It does this by scanning the system for security problems in Windows, Windows components such
as the IIS web server application, Microsoft SQL Server, and Microsoft Office. One example of an issue might be that
permissions for one of the directories in the wwwroot folder of IIS could be set at too low a level, allowing unwanted
modification of files from outsiders. 

 

QUESTION 15

Reflective DDoS attacks do not send traffic directly at the targeted host. Instead, they usually spoof the originating IP
addresses and send the requests at the reflectors. These reflectors (usually routers or high-powered servers with a
large amount of network resources at their disposal) then reply to the spoofed targeted traffic by sending loads and
loads of data to the final target. 

How would you detect these reflectors on your network? 

A. Run floodnet tool to detect these reflectors 

B. Look for the banner text by running Zobbie Zappers tools 

C. Run Vulnerability scanner on your network to detect these reflectors 

D. Scan the network using Nmap for the services used by these reflectors 

Correct Answer: A 

http://www.exterminate-it.com/malpedia/remove-floodnet 
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